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Re: Policy ClariHcation - Guidelines for Late Drops
From: Scott Shannon, Chair
tee on Academic Standards
ESF Faculty Subcommit-
Having recently completed my first semester as chair
of the Faculty Subcommittee on Academic Standards I
have made a number of observations which may make
life easier on academic advisors. Paramount among
these observations is my concern with the process for pe-
titioning to "late drop" courses. As the body reviewing
petitions for "late drops", we see a great number of re-
quests to drop courses after the college designated "drop
deadline". It appears there is a great deal of confusion
(from both students and their advisors) as to what consti-
tutes justifiable grounds for a "late drop" of a course.
This is not all the fault of students or advisors
, however,
as I don't believe anyone has ever attempted to spell out
what criteria are used to judge the adequacy or appropri-
ateness of the justification for "late drop" petitions.
At any rate, as we approached our review of petitions
this past fall, we felt that above all, our decisions must
be consistent and defensible. To accomplish this, we es-
tablished the following general critereia for the accepta-
ble justification of late drop petitions:
* A petition must exhibit a clear and significant mitigat-
ing or extenuating circumstance existing outside of "nor-
mal" and predictable distractions from college course-
work, etc. Examples might include illness, injury, death
in the immediate family, financial emergency, and oth-
ers.
* The mitigating or extenuating circumstance must occur
after or extend beyond the college designated "drop
deadline".
* The mitigating or extenuating circumstance is clearly
the result of actions outside the control of the student
,
i.e., not a self-inflicted hardship. Similarly, if the stu-
dent is innocently a victim of mis-advising or adminis-






Pete McDonnell From "RE:SOURCES"
conditions"
. The drop deadlines placed by the college
(ESF, not SU - it differs sometimes) is exactly that - nor-
mal drops are not accepted after the deadline. At the
risk of offending anyone, one of the strategies I find
most useful is to see what isn't appropriate as well as
knowing what is. To address this idea, I've listed the
following "typical" examples of petition justifications
which would not be accepted:
.student missed the "drop deadline
, y accident
.student's coursework load is too heavy
.student is failing the course
.student missed too many classes or has fallen too far
behind
.student has changed major/course isn,t required
.student intends to retake the course later or at another
college
Two other points are of noteworthy consideration;
first, a late change to "audit" a course is considered
equivalent to dropping, and all the criteria above apply;
second
, a petition is not "approved" until final review by
the Dean of Instruction and the Subcommittee on Aca-
demic Standards - students petitioning late drops should
be advised to continue to attend class until they receive
final notification of the subcommittee's action
.
The clear message contained in these criteria should n . ,
be, "late drops are only justifiable under exceptional Re,n£mber drop deadline is March 17
I



























The Knothole is the student
publication of the State University of
New York College of Environmental
Science and Forestry. It is published
every Wednesday during the school
year. The deadline for submitting
pieces for publication is
Thursday, 4:00 pm, of the week
before they are to appear. (On
disk, The deadline is Friday, 12
noon.) Letters to the Editor will not
be printed unless they are signed.
Articles must also contain the writer's
name (names will be withheld upon
request). The opinions expressed arc
those of the writer only and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the
paper
's staff or anyone else affiliated
with the College. We strongly
encourage any counterviews, articles,
notices, suggestions, and new staff
members. The Knothole staff meets in
Room 22 in the basement of Bray,
Wednesdays at 5:00 pm. Phone:
470-6892.
We,re rolling along here at the Knothole. The staff has been work-
ing hard to make this paper into something we all can be proud of.
Letters have been rolling in, more and more students are contributing,
and the paper is looking great. This week, you will notice that we
have included an "In the News" segment which we hope will get you
caught up with what is going on in the world outside of ESF. We have
had regular features including music reviews and bits of information
which you may find useful. The artwork and graphics have also
boosted the paper to a new level.
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank all the staff (especially
Kristina, Laura, and Lesley) for working so hard on the Knothole and
say that their hard work has not gone unnoticed by the ESF communi-
ty. EVERYONE is contributing time and effort for which I am grate-
ful.
But, we are not done yet! There is still time and room for improve-
ment...that's where the rest of you at ESF come in. We could really
use more help in all areas of publication. Even if you don't have an
idea about what you can do, drop us a note. I am sure we have some
need that you can help us with. Future campus happenings include
Campus Climate for Women, Earth Day, Spring Awards Banquet, and
many others. We would like to be there for the ESF community and
provide you with the best information possible. Please consider your
schedule and see what you can do. The Knothole needs you too!
Last week the Knothole cut off the
contact name and number for the
Ontario Dune Coalition Internship
Opportunity. The name and number
is as follows: Sandy Bonanno at
593-2680
, before March 1st. We
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To the Editor: Once f8a*n>" b0Pe 1b31 this incident can begin a new era
at ESF where an open and honest dialogue about making
I've been interested in the debate in the Knothole over ESF 3 r°re inclusive place for everyone can be held.
the Kappa Phi Delta yearbook picture in which fraternity
brothers were pictured with an assortment of guns and with Max Dakms
a lawn ornament statue of a black man in livery. On the _ , .
positive side, it is refreshing to see an issue as serious as ra- nQ1,101£i
cism on campus being discussed in the Knothole; on the This letter is written in response to Amy Palmer s article
negative side the letter in the February 10 issue (name with- "Long-Eared Owl Visiting ESF Quad , and to Tim Accar-
held) shows clearly how far we have to go as a community 1I0 S 
*Letter to the Editor' regarding the above article men-
to come to grips with the problem of racism and to begin to boned.
develop ways to attack it. Man and nature, no matter how one looks at it, are as
I applaud the meeting between the Baobab Society and niuch alike as they are different. Both have a tendancy to-
Kappa Phi Delta to discuss their feelings about the photo War(3s curiosity and are ruled, however slightly, by the
and am saddened to learn that the issue is not yet resolved, forces of fate. _
I, for one, hope that we can turn this unfortunate event into This owl and these people met, for a brief while, due to
an opportunity to move toward an open and honest discus- fa1®* 1bey stayed, and looked, and listened due to
sion of racism, as well as other issues of inclusion and ex- their curiosity. Both students and owl were put on this
elusion on campus, and I would like to offer here a few e3r1h- Th&y b«1h somehow made it to ESF quad at that
thoughts toward this discussion. same particular moment. And they met. They met for
First, racism is a problem that white people, not people 0biy & brief instant, but why did they both stay?
of color, have. It is the responsibility of whites in our soci- Speaking on the people,s behalf; I m sure it was due to
ety to consider the effect our words and actions have on curiosity and awe. Complete amazement and a sense of
others and to actively fight against our own subtle, often gratitude was felt for this beautiful creature that chose this
unrecognized, privilege as well as our not so subtle prejudi- p'aGe 10 '3nd and let itself be seen. It was a terrific excite-
cial behaviors. The fact that the presence of the statute in mft1 10 See this bird, to watch it, to wonder about it. 1 saw
the photo wasn"t recognized as racist by the fraternity broth- this same excitement in everyone else s eyes, too. What a
ers or others connected with the yearbook is an example of beautiful omen. 1 m sure it meant different things to dif-
how easy it is to ignore the issues of other people because ferent people, yet each meaning was a good one; full of re-
they are not our own. SPeC1 f°r n31"rf and thankful that they just happened to be
Second, whether or not the fraternity brothers intended there at just the right time.
the image they were projecting to be racist or whether or As f°r 1be 0W' ~ this fine feathered friend looked to be
not they recognized that the photo could be offensive is not completely at ease. The wide eyes looked down upon us
important. Either way if the photo offended people, black, W"1b curiosity, too. There were no signs of danger coming
white or of other ethnic backgrounds, because it was per- from these beings down below. And if there were any
ceived as racist then it was, in fact, racist. To allow our- S"gfS danger, well, the owl just flies away. It s a beauti-
selves as whites to be the judges of what is racist is as thing to see a being, free. I would hate to see that owl
pointless as to ask men to judge what is sexist or to ask het- "protected,, in a cage. The idea of wilderness is to let
erosexuals to judge what is homophobic. It is difficult to things do as they do, as they are meant to be, and to respect
place yourself in someone else"s position and to try to eval- 1ba1*
uate your own behavior from their perspective but we must These people, and this owl met for a reason. The owl is
all strive to do this if we are to eliminate racism, sexism, free a°d chose to fly into our campus. The owl was also
and other forms of exclusion from this campus and from free
.
 to leave. Animals, including homo-sapiens, have a
our lives. The only way to know if we have succeeded or if terrific gift of being able to sense danger. This owl sensed
we have failed is to listen to the reactions of those around "Q danger from these people because they meant no dan-
us rather than to dwell on what we intended or on whether Ser- it was a good moment in my lite to be part of this. To
or not we agree with the offended party. be Pfrt °f this peace and respect.
Finally, the Feb. 10 letter contained a statement that we 
,
do not have serious racial problems here at ESF. I am curi- Lisa Giani
ous about the evidence that supports this statement; has the
author spoken to minority students on campus about this is-
sue? If not, it seems to me to be based on a dangerous kind
of circular reasoning that says that this incident is not racist
because we have no problem with racism here and that we
have no problem here because we have not seen obvious in-
cidents of racism occurring.
FOR SALE: Weider Proline Executive Trainer (D630)
in excellent condition, reasonable. Please call Pat, En-
vironmental Studies Dept - 320 Bray, or call 470-6528.
Thanks.
1





More Owl smoking policy". Smokers should stand up for their rights to
I am very disappointed with the February 17, response to the smoke and to have an OK place to do it (inside!). Non-smokers
"Long-eared Owl" article. It was a sarcastic thoughtless answer should stand up for their rights to use the microwave on Illick!
to a valid question. It seems as if there is an epidemic of without gasping, or to use the employee's kitchen in Moon with-
thoughtless responses to valid questions on the ESF campus. I Qut getting a smoke smell on their clothes.
am referring to those articles that put an emphasis on argu- Basically, if you want something done - then do it. A loud
ments founded in sarcasm rather than facts. In the case of Tim enough uproar could make the sky fall, the roof cave-in, or bu-
Accardos, response he claims: reaucracy bend. Write to President Whaley and tell him your
"
According to the question Amy [Palmer] posed, humans opinion on the subject and make suggestions. I'm sure he'd
don't even have the right to look at wildlife because it might en- i0ve to know
, and anyway, it
,
s a start.
danger the well-being of that creature."
This was in response to:
"The question I pose is : although no "harm" was done to the
owl physically, was the amount of excited onlookers that con-
gregated near the owl too close? What right do we have to ap-
proach an animal in such close proximity, possibly placing un-
needed stress upon the animal?".
What leap of imagination would lead someone to the conclu-
sion that Amy Palmer poses a ban on watching wildlife. Her
question invited input. It was answered with an accusation. The
question of ethical treatment and management of our publicly
owned wildlife is being debated all over the country. Our opin-
ions, as future wildlife professionals, have powerful conse-
quences. When we speak out on an issue, even in a school
newspaper, we have an obligation to present our opinions with
integrity. That means we acknowledge our assumptions when
we make them. It also means that we are accountable for the in-
formation we present, which includes paraphrasing our col-
leagues.
My issue is not with Tim, it is with complacency. He certain-
ly is not the only member of our community to make false state-
ments in Knothole articles. It takes some effort to function with
integrity. It takes effort to make sure that what you are writing
is accurate. The Knothole offers students a forum in which we
may express our ideas and opinions. When we fail to make the
effort to function with care, thought, and integrity; we make a
mockery of this forum.
Corey Steinman, EFB
The Smokers & Non-s Plight: A Letter to the Editors
If a person so chooses with his/her own free will to inhale then
this right, given by the constitution, no one shall put asunder (or
something). Maybe it will cost a heck of a lot of $$$$$ to install
a super ventilation system (that won't bother anyone), in a room
of good accessibility (that won
,
t bother anyone), on floors (that
won
'
t bother anyone) in various campus buildings, but life is like
that. But if the school already implements a smoking room poli-
cy, then they should do it right, and upgrade it to the needs of the
community.
I do not think that smokers should be subjected to hole in the
wall, non-ventilated, non-windowed smoking rooms. (How fair
is that???) However, I do agree with the idea that if you do not
smoke, you should not be forced to breathe smoky air. It's
gross, harmful and kind of demoralizing for a student at an envi-
ronmentally "aware
"
 school. I think that this subject needs to be-
come a larger influence at ESF. Smokers vs. Non-smokers
won
'
t be a pretty sight==> ESFians who want a healthy, cooper-
ative and equal environment would be.
I,m sure that if enough people work on the issue, a good and
useful combo of American rights (for both parties) will be creat-
ed. I agreed with Rob Barber (ESF-GSA rep.) when he suggest-
ed in his Smoking Policy at ESF article that President Whaley
THE ESF SMOKING POLICY
In response to Rob Barber's article on the smoking policy at
ESF, Vice President Nick Paradiso has offered the following
information. The ESF smoking policy was first issued on April
12, 1990 designating Vice President Paradiso to be responsible
for the policy,s implementation. The New York State Clean
Air Act of 1989 required SUNY to create smoking policies for
each of its campuses. The policies were established through a
Joint Labor/Management Committee. Any changes to current
policy require agreement with this Committee and ESF is re-
stricted from having any other body propose alterations. The
following is the current smoking policy, approved by President
Ross Whaley on April 12,1990:
To help ensure the safety, quality and
healthfulness of the teaching, learning and
working conditions at the SUNY CESF, effec-
tive April 1, 1990, smoking within college-
owned and controlled buildings and facilities
and college-owned vehicles will not be permit-
ted except in explicitly designated areas.
"SMOKING" or "NO SMOKING" signs, or
the international "NO SMOKING" symbol
will be prominently posted at the entrance to
every location where smoking is prohibited or
restricted under New York,s Clean Indoor Air
Act.
Copies of this policy and the list of all desig-
nated smoking areas is available to all employ-
ees in the Office of Public Safety and the Of-
fice of Personal and Affirmative Action.
Questions regarding the implementation of this
policy which cannot be resolved at the unit lev-
el should be addressed to the Vice President
for Administration.
Vice President Paradiso invites anyone with comments or
should "establish a committee to re-evaluate the current college concerns about the policy to share them with him.
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Why?
This is a response to the cover letter in 2/17/93, Knothole.
Why would a group of young men who had the intention
of writing a joint letter write a letter without the other in-
volved party?
On Monday, 2/12/93, Ray Blaskiewicz, the advisor for
the Kappa Phi Delta Fraternity, told me that the Brothers
of Kappa Phi Delta were going to write THE JOINT letter
to the Knothole. This letter was proposed during the meet-
ing between The Baobab Society and Kappa Phi Delta to
be a joint effort. His explanation for writing the letter
without any representation from the Baobab Society was
that I had not gotten in contact with the Brothers of Kappa
Phi Delta over the weekend.
The two groups made no contact over the weekend, this
is true. Events came up, and I did not call. Does this mean
that one group is to represent the other without any type of
voice, in a supposed joint effort? There was no joint effort
in the writing of the letter from the Brothers of Kappa Phi
Delta, and despite what was written no "approved" letter
would be possible.
The meeting that included the two groups was not well
depicted in the letter written by David LoPiccolo. In fact,
the extent of false claims and misinformed statements left
me very upset. It showed a one sided view of the meeting.
None of the Baobab Society's perspectives on points were
mentioned, no committees were ever suggested at the
meeting. There was no mention of the negative reactions
by the Brothers of Kappa Phi Delta to the two suggestions
offered at the meeting by the Baobab society. These are a
few items that were even left out of the letter.
The saving of face by the Brothers of Kappa Phi Delta
was a swift moving machine, it operated with calculated
precision. Fortunately, problems such as differences in
cultures cannot be resolved with the motions of the pen.
The resolutions of these problems take honest efforts,
good intentions, and open minds.
This is where the problem lies. The problem is the ina-
bility to respect the views of others if they are different
from your own. I have made these same mistakes myself
in the past, and have paid dearly for my shor sightedness.
There is a world of different views out there
, and col-
lege is the first time most of us are exposed to them. To
leave this college without developing the ability to listen,
and to appreciate other views is a dreadful loss, one that
will resurface later in the lives of many.
I invite the Brothers of Kappa Phi Delta to join me this
weekend in moon Library on Saturday at 3 pm in the con-
ference room to try to work together. 1 ask the Brothers of
Kappa Phi Delta to come with open minds and hands.
Please, no flow charts.
This is open to every member of the ESF community.
JOEL BROWN
PRESIDENT of THE BAOBAB SOCIETY
Thank you to all who helped make
WINTER WEEKEND
a great success.
p.s. thanks for all the white stuff.
Mike E.
4iey faculty, staff, students,
FRIENDS. & RELATIVES! I I I
This is mostly for my curiosity, but please humor
,
m interested in what you people read...textme.
books
, inspiration, poetry, science fiction, how-to
books, autobiographies, politics, sports.
I,d appreciate it if you could write titles of your
reading (ie. books, magazines, brochures,...) materi-
als. Author, title, and a description of what/
why you like(d) it would be super!!! Drop it off in
the Knotpoil box or in the Knothole office (22 Bray)
at anytime until March 31 st. Thanks!!!!!!!!
Summer Jobs - Are you looking for yours?
There are several summer job opportunities which
have come in through the Financial Aid Office and
Career Services Office. If you haven't begun your
search, or if you have but haven,t used the summer
job information available to you, you,re probably
missing out on some good possibilities.
The information is available in room 110 Bray dur-
ing business hours. The notebooks are labeled Sum-
mer Jobs 1993 and are updated regularly with new
listings that are coming in, so check often! Deadlines
for many jobs are quickly approaching so don't delay!
Did you know:
* About 1/3 of the United States - 731 million acres -
is forested.
*Each year, paper is used to publish more than 2 bil-
lion books, 350 million magazines, and 24 billion
newspapers in the US.
*Every ton of paper recycled saves 3.3 cubic yards
of landfill space.
*
February 24,1993 The Knothole PaPe f
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Wondering whal lo do wilh your summer? Why nol go lo
Camp! Whal could he more fun? Think of il, all your days filled
wilh activities selected from a long history of rewarding endeavors,
Increase your awareness ahoul such surprising facts as: Dead Creek
Flow is really alive and well anil living at the south end of Cranberry
Lake, or that (gasp!) the Fast Iloundary Road really isn't the east
boundary, or that pine cones contain more than seeds!
Come to the information meeting to learn everything you ever
wanted lo know.(and more!).ahoul the Summer Piogram at
Wanakena. The Camp Director, Dr. Joel R. Howard and Asst.
Director Ms. Heather F.ngelman will lie there wilh a cast of none, hut
loaded wilh information and answers to cpieslions. So, put those
winter woes on ice
. (ugld). and start thinking ahoul summer.
Above all, bring your questions.
ESLATESF
THE WRITING SUPPORT CENTER IS NOW OFFERING A NEW SER-
VICE!
TUTORING IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE IS AVAILA-
BLE FOR ANY FOREIGN STUDENT NEEDING HELP IN UNDER-
STANDING THE ODDITIES OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
IF YOU NEED HELP WITH A PAPER OR A PROJECT-COME ON IN!
IF YOU WOULD LIKE SOME GENERAL ASSISTANCE WITH
SPEAKING, READING OR WRITING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-
COME ON IN!
ESL IS AVAILABLE AT THE WRITING SUPPORT CENTER
, ROOM
105, MOON LIBRARY LLRC.
HOURS AVAILABLE: MONDAY 2:00 - 3:30 PM
TUESDAY 2:00 - 3:30 PM
WEDNESDAY 12:00 - 3:00 PM
Hey Four Eyes!!!
Eye glasses first appeared in the thir-
teenth century. Before that they prob-
ably had headaches a lot and saw a blur-
ry world. The unknown inventor is
suspected to have been aglass craftsman.
Evidence suggests than an optical physi-
cist named Salvi no Armato was the crea-
tor. He had bad vision and wanted a
clear solution. (sorry!)
In the fourteenth century the ancestor
of the word "lens" originated from len-
tils. The shape of the seed was the inspi-
ration with its circular shape and bicon-
vex surface. (I suppose glass lens is
smoother speak than 1glass lentils, but
when in Rome...!)
Another interesting fact pertaining to
corrective vision is that Leonardo da
Vinci
, that can-do man, proposed the
concept of contact lenses (aka contact
lentils). He used water (not glass or
plastic) to reflect the light rays. Glass
contact lenses appeared in 1877 in Swit-








10:30 am - 3:30 pm
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
10:00 am - 3:30 pm
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
10:30 am -12:30 noon




News from Gamma Belt
Hi everybody! Things have been pretty quiet this last
week for the sisters. Dance Marathon is fast approach-
ing. Thanks to all of you who supported our rose/
condom gram sale. Please continue to help support the
sisters in our final weeks of raising funds to help battle
muscular dystrophy.
The gamma pledge class is picking their big sisters.
Michelle and Shonna are busy working on the festival of
places. The rest of us are just busy studying for mid-
terms.
There really isn't much to say so.until next
time.Jen
Recycling Club 0
I know what you're thinking, you're wondering where
your compostables are going. Well, they usually go to
the Recycling Club's composting progject in the old
greenhouse. The compostables are shredded and mixed
with sewage sludge. This provides the compostables
with microorganisms that aid in the work of decomposi-
tion. After continuous love, care and turning of the mix
(about a semester's worth), your trash is broken down
into a fine dirt.
Now, this is usually what happens. Unfortunately, our
shredder is in the shop. We're hoping that it'll be soon
fixed or replaced. For the time being, keep separating
your garbage. It can,t hurt to keep in practice! We'll
keep you posted.
Society of American Foresters
We are proud to announce that on March 2, we will
be presenting one of our favorite returning guest lectur-
er, Mike Virga. He is the Forestry Services Manager at
Lyons Falls Pulp and Paper Company. The topic that
Mr. Virga will be talking about is how Geograpic Infor-
mation Systems (GIS) are used in forestry practices to-
day. We feel this to be a fascinating new venture into
land management practices and is something that would
seem to have a large impact on the future of environ-
mental sciences. What can GIS really do for us? or
maybe you ask yourself,what is it? If you don't know
the answer to either of these questions, you just might
want to listen in on what Mike has to tell about GIS.
We hope you will join us.
NYPIRG
On February 24 and 25, SUNY ESF students will have
the opportunity to vote as to whether or not they wish to
continue funding the New York Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG) on campus. Both graduate and under-
graduate students at SUNY ESF can vote in the Marshall
Hall Lobby from 10 am - 4 pm on Wednesday and Thurs-
day. Students should vote YES in order to keep a twenty
year tradition of student activism alive at SUNY ESF.
For those of you unfamiliar with the orgainzation, NY-
PIRG is a state-wide
, student directed organization that
works on the environment
, consumer issues, student rights,
and social justice issues. Since NYPIRG's inception in
1973, students have had a tremendous impact on issues af-
fecting our campus, community and New York State. The
organization has helped to pass over 100 pieces of legisla-
tion including the Bottle Bill, the Truth-in-Testing Law, and
the 1986 Environmental Quality Bond Act which funds the
clean up of toxic dump sites.
One of NYPIRG's most recent victories was getting stu-
dents here in Onondaga County the right to vote on campus.
NYPIRG fought to eliminate a discriminatory questionairre
that undermined student voting rights and last semester, we
registered nearly 3,000 students to vote at SUNY ESF and
Syracuse University. We have also been working on the
grassroots level to get the Governor to reinvest state-aid to
higher education, and in his 1993-94 Executive Budget, he
agreed to freeze tuition at SUNY schools.
Because students sit on NYPIRG's Board of Directors
,
students are the ones who decide the issues the group works
on, and this semester, two SUNY ESF students are running
for the board.
Besides winning victories for students, NYPIRG is a
chance to apply classroom knowledge to real world issues.
Through internships, workshops, and hands-on experience,
students can learn skills like public speaking, working with
the media, organizing campaigns, and other advocacy skills.
NYPIRG is funded through the student activity fee that
all SUNY ESF students pay to Syracuse University at a rate
of $3 per student per semester. The NYPIRG fee is com-
pletely refundable to any student who does not wish to sup-
port the organization. To ensure even greater accountabili-
ty, NYPIRG holds referenda every two years to allow the
entire student body the opportunity to decide if they want
the organization to continue to exist. So, the decision to
keep NYPIRG on campus is yours.
As a SUNY ESF student who
has been involved with NYPIRG
over the past year, I encourage
students to vote YES in the NYPIRG
referendum in order to keep a voice
for student rights and a resource of
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I was hoping that people would react to that statement
about women and inequality by vehemently protesting it
Education Commitee Into the Mystic
Bill Kosciolek
WOMEN ARE NOT EQUAL
Due to interests stemming from both the Wildlife Society
and newly formed SEAC, a joint committee whose sole There are several signs up on campus that read this
purpose is to outreach into the local school districts and statement. Following that statement are a few lines that
promote environmental education was formed at the end of explain that women are equal and that the Campus Cli-
last semester (The Education Committee). It seems surpris- mate for Women Presentation will be taking place on
ing that this idea is not currently a part of ESFs outreach- Tues., Feb. 23rd.
ing into the community role. This is a program that strikes The sad truth is that women, being equal, are Not al-
at the heart of many of our reasons for coming to such a ways treated as such. The entire campus community is
place as ESF. It allows us, as environmentally conscious pulling together to try to do something to improve the cli-
students striving to make a change in the workings of to- mate for women...ranging from employment opportuni-
day"s society, to help guide the people who will soon fol- 1teS 1° the fact that men are rather *insensitive, to women
low after us (or at least give us the chance to hang out with (I, myself, am entirely guilty of this).
a bunch of kids and have fun).
We are currently developing programs geared toward all
grade levels, with specific focus on environmental clubs as False - to find themselves thinking more about why
and after school functions. Topics include, but are not held there are problems and most importantly what we can all
to both biological and non-scientific aspects of environ- do about the problems. Perhaps that happened, but I am
mentalism. We are concentrating on endangered species plagued by the One person who wrote a comment on the
and habitat, as well as recycling and composting issues, sign hanging outside of the Small Stores area. Some per-
This may sound like a lot, but it's just the beginning. We son actually had the misguided thought to write "you're
are also outreaching to the Montezuma National Wildlife right, so stop your bitchin" under the 'women are not
Refuge, and soon to the Burnet Park Zoo. Montezuma has equal' part of the sign. Dear individual who wrote this, if
asked that we help on a project to educate elementary this was meant in humor - it is Not funny. If this is meant
school teachers on a program developed to change field seriously, you needed to attend this presentation. It was a
trips from "bird watching tours" to meaningful learning ex- chance for everyone to learn. (Also, it wouldn,t be half
periences. They also offer many other possibilities and are bad idea for you to get a clue.)
very interested in our future help. More presentations will be held, for this learning pro-
We are currently maxed out on what we can do with our CeSs will be ongoing. Thanks to all of those people who
group, and there is tons more that could be done. We need attended...your regard and interest is necessary and appre-
involvement from all different backgrounds and experienc- ciated.
es at ESF. You don't need to be an education dual to be a
member of our committee
, you don
't even have to know
everything about the intricacies of community function, or Whipple, the Spring Awards Banquet is coming quickly
the soil chemistry of rotting compost. The only require- (get your tickets BEFORE the break!!!), and the Student
ments needed to be involved with our work is an interest in Association Elections are March 1st - March 3rd (please
helping future generations, and a willingness to have fun.
We meet every Friday at 4:00, usually in the conference
room on the second floor of Illick (look for signs). You
can also contact Corey Steinman or myself by leaving a
message in the TWS mailbox in 241 Illick.
Just a few quick reminders, Seniors should get any
Class Gift ideas to 110 Student Affairs addressed to Brian
Vote!).
Take Care and Remember to Smile
,
Ron Casey - Pres. U.S.A.
Got a story? N
y Did your club do something last weekend? "
' Are they doing something this weekend?
GET IT IN THE KNOTHOLE
Poems, essays, and artwork
are needed to spruce this thing up a little bit.
Drop your stuff in the envelope
n on the office door (Bray 22). Thanks. 
(fThe Empire Forester
If anyone has pictures they would like to see in the
yearbook, please drop them off in Bray 22 or the mail-
box, also in the basement of Bray. Put your name and
any other pertinent information on the back of the pic-
tures if you would like them returned. Remember this is
your yearbook. You can make it better and more memor-
able by contributing. Many thanks beforehand.
Don,t make friends who are comfortable to be with
, make friends who will force you to lever yourself up.
Thomas J. Watson
February 24, 1993 The Knothole












ments and I,ll give
you a universe.
entries accepted in Bray Hall 22 until April 8th at 4:00 pm
Prizes in each category
Chet Raymo
Submit as often as you like!!
IN FORMATION A!. MFF.TINO
MOON LIRRARY
CONiyiENOF. ROOM
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...from your window, you can see the winter winds
and the snow they bring, the bitter cold of the night -
you know the biting pain that is relentless, but from
where you are...that sense of bitterness cannot touch
you. Warmth and comfort, toastier and cozier than it
ever seemed before is that which surrounds you now.
The candle light, relaxed and shining, realizes before
you do the magic that is so very evident...there is some-
thing more....
That 'something more> I very simply cannot find
words for - but, there is a beautiful piece of music that
says what those missing words cannot.
Perhaps that is why the music itself is without words,
for there is only a sole instrument - peaceful, softly
played and entirely touching...
On December, by the fabulous George Winston, you
.will be enveloped and moved by his piano. The album is
only himself, his instrument, and the gift he has to trans-
form emotions into music. The recording opens with the
song "Thanksgiving" - giving you a sense of this won-
derful recording and how perfect it really is. The album
continues on with a consistent mix of Winston's own
originals and variations of traditional songs from years
gone by. His "Variations on the Kanon by Johann Pa-
chelbel" is magnificent and truly gorgeous (did you
know that the "Kanon" was originally composed as an
organ piece?). He also plays an Appalachian carol from
sometime in the late 1800's known as "Jesus, Jesus Rest
Your Head". Other inspirations come from his friends,
places he has been, and other pieces of music.
The song "Joy" was inspired by a guitarist named Da-
vid Qualey, "Prelude" was inspired by Vince Guaraldi,
"Part Three: Minstrels" of the song "Night" is from a
Greek New Year's carol known as St. Basil's Hymn,
and "Some Children See Him" was actually a song by
the trumpeter Alfred Burt. Burt wrote this song and
fourteen others as gifts for his friends (the original song
also had words by Wilha Hutson "expressing the uncon-
ditional love present in children"). Amazingly, when
Winston reaches a certain part of "Some Children See
Him", he plays only single notes and it easily becomes
the most gripping part of the album!
He also plays a version of *The Holly and the Ivy"
(an eighteenth century carol from the English that origi-
nally came from France). December ends with "Peace",
Winston's own pretty composition.
As stated before, this album is perfectly done...and
rather than trying to further explain the splendor, you
should take the time to listen to it...to hear what it has to
say...and revel in it.
Just me,
Ron Casey




k.d.lang, Sinead O'Connor and Enya. What do these
three women have in common? Strong and powerful
voices that have the ability to reach into and touch the
real beauty of life. Their often haunting melodies can
open the mind til it brings the spacious hills of green from
the Old World into sight. Or the heights of mountains
reaching into the sky where blue and black hues meld. Or
the forces of the open seas rushing onto the shore, creat-
ing gigantic waves as the liquid splashes onto the rocks
by the land. Or the powerful wind streaming by so fast
that it gains a force of itself that is substantial.
Each of the voices, as these women raise them, touches
a creative and hopeful instinct in the listener. Such
sounds are poignant in their beauty, yet etherial as they
fill the air. The country singer, the rebel, and the angel
have a similar talent with their elastic vocal ranges. No
note is missed or underemphasized accidently. Each
sound is lasting and full, reaching into the listener with
the words and nuances of the song.
Of these three women
, Enya is perhaps the strongest
singer. Her constant exactness at finding each note is
unique, lang's talent is in the force behind her sound. It
enables her voice to carry without being brash. O'Connor
blends her voice well with the instruments (or silence), so
that it often sounds beautifully inhuman.
Both Enya and O'Connor evoke a spirit of another
place and time. Their voices carry the listener back in
history and across the waters. Another unique feature of
these two artists is the languages they incorporate into
their verse. Gaelic words are used to make the sounds
more enchanting; creating a sense of magic and mysteri-
ous power.
Through the dreamlike states that their voices place the
listener, these women take the time to emphasize ideas of
love and emotions; of pain and sorrow; of the future and
of the past. Their music should be listened to by those
who like the sound of clear voices
, and emotion-filled
music. Try k.d.lang's Ingenue. Enya's Watermark, and
any of Sinead O'Connor's many albums for the pure
creative spirit of sound.
80 TH ANNUAL SPRING AWARDS BANQUET MARCH 19
.SEASON 07 CHANGE*
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE NOW IN SMALL STORES
UNTIL FRIDAY TI IE 2G
THEY WILL BE IN MARSHALL FOYER
MONDAY THE 1ST - FRIDAY THE 5TH
ONLY!!
UNDERGRADUATES PAY ONLY S8
FACULTY/STAFF AND GUESTS $20
IT WILL BE HELD AT DRUMLINS FROM 6 TO 1 AM
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
The Knothole
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Nature Notes
by Pete Tango
An admittedly cuddly looking creature of the west coast, the
sea otter, is a species once thought to be a victim of extinction. It
is still only found in relatively low numbers along the Alaskan
coast and a transplanted population exists in the coastal waters of
California. Our only true otter species of the ocean for North
America (river otters can be found in salt water environments but
are generally considered freshwater mamals), the sea otter has a
penchant for a diet of fine sea food - they are lovers of shellfish.
In our efforts to save this species clashes have resulted when abe-
lone fishermen compete with the sea otters for this delicacy. But
one item the otter hasn,t been competing with anyone for is the
lesser known tinned octupus.
Consider the number of ocean going, beach loving recreation-
alists along the California coast...surfing, sunbathing, boating,
fun in the sun - YOU BET!!! And as the daily temperatures rise a
direct correlation may exist with the consumption of ice-chilled
12-ounce beverages (liquid refreshment of your choice). Unfortu-
nately, the cans may and do find their way into the water and
come to rest on the ocean floor. Enter the octupus. Young octu-
pus have found these cans to be a short term home in the ocean.
And what may prey on these octupi-in-a-tin-can? Our endangered
sea otters! Researchers on the west coast have observed these ot-
ters obtaining a sort of prepackaged meal as part of their food re-
source. I am not advocating "habitat improvement" through the
mass dumping of 12-ounce cans in the vicinity of the remaining
sea otter colonies to produce a new food resource for this species.
But afterall, we have used old toilet bowls placed in lakes to pro-
duce artificial reefs for fish habitat
, doesn't this all put a twist
into the idea of recycling?
Gender Neutral Writing: He/She/It/What?
By Kai Island
Here in academia (as well as the world at large) we are being
asked to alter the way we write and speak (and so, think). The
days of our patriarchal, sexist language are numbered. The lan-
guage changes to accommodate the entire human race. A noble
goal. But our ways of writing and speaking (and thinking) are so
entrenched that change is difficult. Well hey, it,s the 90s! The
decade of change! Bill Clinton says so! If we're gonna change at
all, then, as some heavy- metal patriarchs sang oh so many years
ago, "Now's the time- the time is now!"
When referring to this race of beings that you and I belong to,
saying "man" or "mankind" just doesn't cut it any more. So what
are the alternatives? The easy answer is simply to say "human" or
"humanity." But on closer inspection, we see those three pesky
letters, all right in row there- m...a...n. Even the roots of the word
(from the Latin, "humanus," meaning, of course, "man") are sus-
pect. How about "huperson?" "The huperson race." "The follies
of huperson kind." It could work. Don't worry about the s...o...n
at the end of person; it doesn't refer to male offspring. The word
"
person
" comes from the Latin "persona," meaning, literally, "an
actors face mask." (Really. I looked it up. I have lots of free
time).
A greater source of difficulty, though, is found in pronouns
like he, she, his, her, etc.. (Not to imply, of course, that etc. is a
pronoun. Etc. actually comes from the Latin "etcetera"; literally,
"nose hair"). When referring to a group of people of mixed gen-
der
, one could, I suppose, say "they." This works, but some-
times it"s not as easy as it sounds. On occasion I have found
that, when writing, I"ve had to go back and spend precious sec-
onds (sometimes as much as 30 or 40) restructuring a sentence to
accommodate the proper pronoun. Also, how do we now re-
fer to deities? If I want to discuss the Nature of God
, for ex-
ample, saying "He" and "Him" is blatantly sexist. But it
wouldn't really be fair to use a feminine pronoun either. And
somehow "It" just doesn't cut it.
What we need is a whole new word; a gender neutral pro-
noun that can refer to male
, female, both, or neither. It should
be short, one syllable, no more than three letters. I would of-






It seems that as more and more people arc becoming in-
volved in the fight to protect our environment, the more we
hear about the various methods aimed at halting would be
global destruction. Some argue that vegetarianism is the best
method to stop rainforest destruction, halt over grazing, and
cut down on the production of the greenhouse gas methane.
Some argue the need for the reduciton of fossil fuels. Alter-
native energy proponents point to solar, wind, and giothermal
energy as a means of sustaining our energy needs. Some see
overpopulation as the largest global threat. The fact is that 1
believe that all of the aforementioned choices may very werll
help to alleviate some of our global problems. But my pur-
pose here today is not to endorse or refute conservation and
preservation methods. I would like to address something
much more basic.
I read recently where a mother asked Gandhi to lecture her
son on the dangers of eating too much sugar. Gandhi agreed,
but asked the mother for two weeks to elapse before she
would bring her son to him. Two weeks hence, the mother
brought her son to Gandhi who proceeded to warn the boy of
the negative effects of eating too much sugar. When the two
were finished with their talk
, and the boy had left, the mother
asked Gandhi why he needed two weeks of preparation. His
reply was so that he could stop eating sugar himself.
I remember a young lady from ESF who was in my gradu-
ating class. She endorsed the environmental movement with
great emotion. The bumper sticker on the back of her car
said "Love Mother Earth". That was the same car her boy-
friend used to pick her up from campus with everyday. On
the nicest of sunny days he would pick her up, alleviating
what was only a 15 minute walk, she spoke of <202 emis-
sion reduciton while taking no steps in her personal life to
make a change. If the global environment is in as much trou-
ble as some say it is, then the solution calls for action, not lip-
service or bandwagon jumping. Power in the first person sin-
gular form is often underestimated, and a global population
of over 5 billion people is made up of one person at a lime.
Face the mirror before facing the world.
Dan Simpson, Jr.
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In the News
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
THE WHITE HOUSE
OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE February 8,1993
WHITE HOUSE OFFICE TO COORDINATE ENVIRONMEN-
TAL POLICY President Designs New Office to Streamline,
Strengthen Policy FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENT AND ECONO-
MY, GLOBAL ISSUES
WASHINGTON -- Streamlining and improving the Administra-
tion's ability to coordinate and craft environmental policy, Presi-
dent Clinton today (2/8) announced the creation of
the White House Office on Environmental Policy and reinforced
his intention to elevate the Environmental Protection Agency to
the cabinet.
"We face urgent environmental and economic challenges that
demand a new way of thinking and a new way of organizing our
efforts," President Clinton said. "This office represents in action
our commitment to confront these challenges in a new, more
effective way, recognizing the connection between environmental
protection and economic growth and our responsibility to provide
real leadership on global environmental issues."
President Clinton said he is working with Congress to pass leg-
islation that will elevate the EPA to the cabinet, further reinforc-
ing his Administration,s commitment to real changes in environ-
mental policy.
"We must move in a new direction
, to recognize that protecting
the environment means strengthening our economy, and creating
jobs. And, we must be ready to take advantage of the enormous
business opportunities that exist both here and around
the world for new environmental technologies that protect the en-
vironment and increase profits," the President said.
"The days of photo-op environmentalism are over. The Com-
petitiveness Council is closed and so is the back door the polluters
used to use to get out from under our laws," he said.
"This office represents our commitment to the environment and
to a new
, more efficient and effective way to craft policies that
work - policies that recognize protecting our environment means
strengthening our economy; policies that recognize global
environmental problems that have too long been relegated to the
bottom of the agenda; policies that renew for the American people
a genuine commitment to their health, their safety, and their jobs,"
President Clinton said.
The White House Office on Environmental Policy will be re-
sponsible for coordinating environmental policy within the federal
government. The Director of the White House Office on Environ-
mental Policy will participate in each of the major policy coun-
cils: the National Security Council, the National Economic Coun-
cil, and the Domestic Policy Council and work closely with the
relevant federal agencies.
"The American people understand how important it is to at the
same time work to protect the environment and grow our econo-
my. And, they have been waiting too long for leadership that will
confront the global ecological crisis we face,
" said Vice
President Gore. "That work demands a coordinated
, focused effort
all across the government."
The Office replaces the Council on Environmental Quality,
expanding the influence of the Council with a more efficient
and effectively focused mandate to coordinate and influence
environmental policy. The Office will retain some of the re-
sponsibilities of the CQ, while others will be returned more
appropriately and effectively to the relevant federal agencies,
creating at the White House a more effective means of focus-
ing on policy making and development.
President Clinton today (2/8) named Kathleen McGinty as
Deputy Assistant to the President and Director of the White
House Office on Environmental Policy. McGinty, 29, a law-
yer who has served as Vice President Gore"s senior environ-
mental advisor since 1990
, first joined Gore's Senate staff in
1989 as an American Association for the Advancement of
Science Fellow. She is a graduate of Columbia Law School in
New York City where she earned a JD, and St. Joseph's Uni-
versity in Philadelphia where she earned a BS in Chemistry.
She has broad experience on a range of environmental issues
and served as the Senate's top staff advisor for the United Na-
tions Conference on Environment and Development in Bra-
zil. She also served as an official member ofthe U
.S. delega-
tion to the Antarctica Environmental Protocol Treaty
negotiations.
##
COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS IN-
FORMATION TO The White House al
75300.3115@COMPUSERVE.COM
' Oregon-Office of Sfale Forester
THE WHITE HOUSE
OFFICE ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The White House Office on Environmental Policy repre-
sents a bold, new effort to streamline and strengthen environ-
mental policy-making, providing President Clinton and Vice
President Gore a powerful and effective means to bring their
commitment to environmental protection and economic
growth to the American people.
The Office on Environmental Policy will be responsible
for coordinating environmental policy within the federal gov-
ernment, allowing the Clinton-Gore Administration to pro-
vide real leadership on critical global environmental concerns
such as climate change and ozone depletion.
The Office on Environmental Policy represents in action
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- The Office on Environmental Policy represents in action key
elements of the Administration's environmental policy goals: inte-
grating environmental and economic issues, recognizing that envi-
ronmental protection and economic growth are related; providing
leadership on global environmental issues that demand a new, in-
ternational perspective; fairly enforcing existing laws and protec-
tions without special favor for narrow interests; and renewing for
the American people a genuine commitment to the environment
and their health and safety.
The Office will be led by the Deputy Assistant to the President,
Director of the White House Office on Environmental Policy who
will participate in each of the major policy councils: the National
Security Council, the National Economic Council, and the Domes-
tic Policy Council and will work closely with the relevant federal
agencies on environmental policy.
The Office replaces the Council on Environmental Quality, ex-
panding the influence of the Council with a more efficient and ef-
fectively focused mandate to coordinate and influence environ-
mental policy. The Office will retain some of the responsibilities
of the CEQ, while others will be returned more appropriately and
effectively to the relevant federal agencies, creating at The White
House a more effective means of focusing on policy making and
development.
END
COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS INFOR-




Here is a basic summary of the news for those of you who don,t
have the time to sift through the novel of the New York Times. If
you have any suggestions as to how the news could be more clear-
ly organized, please let me know. - Melanie Emerson
.US accepted Bosnia peace plan. Warren Christopher offered a 6
point plan that may commit US ground troops as a part of an inter-
national force allowing Serbs to keep land seized in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Clinton feels that Moscow will play an integral role
in the plans to end the civil war. On 2/11, 54 more people were
killed and 109 wounded.
.South Africa has been recently drawing black elite from all over
the world where more money, higher professional standards and a
comparatively stable political order presently exist. In other news
in South Africa there has been talk that the ANC and the South Af-
rican government have reached a powersharing agreement to be in
place until 1999. both DeKIerk and Nelson Mandela admit that an
interim government of national unity is what they want however
they have different means of attaining it. Mandela says that this
owuld only happen with representatives and parties that have won
a certain proportion of the seats in a constituent assembly. There
are warning shots being fired from the Inkatha Freedom Party,
warning that the Congress and the Government shouldn,t make
any plans by themselves without involving all the other black fac-
tions and the other political minorities there.
.Problems still exist in Israel, two-months later, over the 400 Pal-
estinians that had been deported to Lebanon.
.The head of the International Atomic Energy Agency has de-
manded that North Korea open 2 
"
mysterious" buildings to inspec-
tion because of reasonable suspicion of a nuclear bomb project.
.President Clinton ordered 100
,000 jobs cut from the fed-
eral work force.
.Clinton proposes an income tax increase on top execu-
tives and a limit on the tax breaks that companies could
take for their executives* salaries.
.President Clinton spoke for one hour on 2/18 for the Pres-
ident's Economic Address. He proposed a number of new
programs and plugged quite a few pending bills including
the National Service Loan (an incentive for students and
others who take out loans to work them off in the public
sector as a teacher or law enforcement officer
, etc..), Motor
Voter Bill, Campaign Finance, Reform Bill, Lobby Regis-
tration Bill, Bradley Crime Bill. He promised that families
earning $30,000 or less will not be taxed and only the top
(earning) 1.5% of the population will be effected by the
new income tax increase. He pushed the Democrats and
Republicans to help restore the country,s faith in govern-
ment and to break the old habits of political parties. Addi-
tionally, he proposed an across the board freeze on govern-
ment salaries for one year. He slipped in environmental
catch phrases now and again but only concretely said that
Superfund should be used to clean up pollution instead of
paying lawyers.
.Within two days GM announced that it would suspend ad-
vertisements on NBC indefinitely and then withdrew the
ban after NBC apologized.
*NY City is pearheading the effectation of the 1990 Ameri-
cans With Disabilities Act
, a Federal law banning the dis-
crimination of the 43 million Americans with physical and/
or mental impairment, new programs in the City could in-
clude re-vamping of subway stations, repairing potholes
and emergency repair units.
Headlines...
.Iraqi leader appeals to Clinton for New Relations
.Christopher plans a Low-Key Approach for His Trip to
the Mideast
.Gaza Arabs Lament Israeli Dynamiting of Homes
.Brazil Seeks to Revive Its Economic Miracle
, Lying in
Ruins
.Health Initiative Tilting Toward Price Regulation
.Dow Off 82.94 As Most Slocks Take A Beating (2/17)
.Interior Secretary Is Pushing New Way to Save Species
.Serbs Block UN Convoy
.Jury Selection Begins in Los Angeles Beating Case








THE NEW WOMEN OF
When the Senate debated the Family and Medical Leave
Bill (now passed) and the controversy of homosexuals in the
armed forces last week some new voices rung throught the
halls of the hallowed chambers. Senators Patty Murray (D-
WA) and Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) told their stories of hav-
ing quit their jobs to take care of their children in a time
when the term "maternity leave" was never heard of. They
want to secure compensation and maternity leave for work-
ing women. Senator Carol Moseley Braun (D-IL), and the
only African-American in the Senate spoke more factually
about the ban on homosexuals in the military; she made a
strong analogy to the refusal by the Navy to integrate non-
white soldiers in 1942. She read old memorandums outlining
white reluctance "to be near blacks or to sleep near them that
sounded eerily like today's arguments about straight and gay
members of the military." These are very insightful words
and this analogy throws the meat of the issue into the civil
rights venue, not armed forces protocol.
Summer Jobs Through the College
Work-Study Program
The College Work-Study Program is a program of oppor-
tunity for ESF students who show financial need through fil-
ing the appropriate forms through the Financial Aid Office.
During the summer, students may work at one of our sev-
eral locations: the main campus here in Syracuse and each of
our regional campuses in Wanakena, Cranberry Lake, New-
comb
, St. Lawrence, Tully and the LaFayette Road Experi-
ment Station near Syracuse.
During the next several issues we will profile each location
and the opportunities available at each so that you may be-
come more familiar with the benefits of this program.
On March 25 the College will host a Summer College
Work-Study Jobs Fair on campus (Nifkin Lounge, 1:15-4
pm) where representatives will be available to talk with inter-
ested students and previous student workers will share their
experiences. Mark your calendar!
This week's article will profile the Newcomb Campus.
The Newcomb Campus, located in the heart of the Adiron-
dack Mountains, is actually 15,000 acres of forest, lakes,
streams and mountains which form the Archer and Anna
Huntington Wildlife forest. Also located at this campus is
the Adirondack Ecological Center which provices the organi-
zational framework to execute a wide variety of research, in-
struction, and public service activities throughout the Adiron-
dack region.
There is a wide array of opportunities available both on
and off the job for Work-Study students at the Newcomb
Campus. Valuable on-the-job experience can be gained in
one of the following areas:
Forest Operations
Work-Study students experience a number of different work
assignments such as forest surveying, mapping, timber stand
improvement, forest inventory, etc. Students have the
opportunity to sharpen their basic field skills and obtain
additional practice in areas that will be important for fu-
ture employment. There is also the opportunity to de-
velop new skills and insight into such areas as herbicide
application, trail maintenance, harvesting activities and
general forest management practices.
Maintenance Operations
Work-Study students can gain experience in a wide va-
riety of tasks such as road right-of-way maintenance,
grounds maintenance and building maintenance (paint-
ing, cleaning, etc.)
Research Program
Students participate in a wide variety of wildlife re-
search ativities including small mammal, songbird, and
deer surveys. Work-Study participants have responsi-
bility for maintenance associated with research projects
including making plot markers and up-keep of field and
lab equipment. Depending on interest and skills, stu-
dents have the opportunity to assist in other activities,
such as computerized data analysis, report writing,
preparation of bird and mammal study skins, and layout
of displays and other educational materials.
Beside offering on-the-job field experience which
can be valuable for future employment opportunities,
the Newcomb Campus also offers numerous off-the-job
recreatioanl and educational possibilities. For recrea-
tion, there is almost an endless list of areas to hike, fish,
swim, canoe or camp either on the Huntington Forest or
within the six million acres of the Adirondack Park
.
For education, there is the opportunity to visit such
places as the Adirondack Museum, one of the finest re-
gional museums of history and art in the US, and there
is also the Huntington Forest Lecture Series on a varie-
ty of natural resource topics.
Living for a summer on the campus also provide a
unique experience of sharing the comradeship of fellow
workers and researchers. Housing is provided free for
Work-Study students and dining services provides at a
modest weekly charge.
To apply for employment through the College Work-
Study Program, students must file the Free Application
For Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and the College Fi-
nancial Aid Application available through the Financial
Aid Office in 115 Bray Hall. If you have questions stop
by 115 Bray and speak with Judy Hamilton.
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Poetry Corner
Valentine Crucified
3:00 PM. Hello. Hi! Hi!! Are you busy? Yes.
OK...I'll call you later then...whats the best time?
Oh no! I am not that busy..go ahead..whats in
mind? Whats in mind..whats in mind...well...
.how are you?
3:50 PM. Nitrogen concentration in 1991 foliage.
Sugar maple showed positive response. Strange!
Great! (...how are you?)
6:30 PM. The entire penthouse smelled spicy.
Julia came for dinner-her life suddenly turned
into a sharp sword, violently directed to three
honest souls including her own. Yes, we do face
cruel things in life because we love. (Are you
busy?)
10:00 PM. The Sky Barn was flying out to the
space. She was amazing-her voice parallels the
wild whistling of the Caribbean breeze. What's
her name? Cathy's love is moving like a
whirlwind in the Texas deserts, so she decided to
wear a cowboy hat. And I met that girl, she is a
classic beauty. Strange, I discovered I really
wanted to meet her! Thanks Amy. (..whats the
best time?) I sure did blow off Renee, Lynn,
Melinda and my best friend Matt..I'm sorry!
2:00 AM. Hi Tom. how goes it? I am hungry.
me too. Denise was waitressing. Denise in
Denny's..cool! (..I will call you later) This is
ridiculous! Tom's a great friend, he tolerates my
stupid intensity!
3:30 AM. Hello. Hi! did I wake you up? Yes. I
am glad you did!
Azharul Mazumder
(Immanuel Kant was a real pissant
Who was very rarely stable
Heidegger Heidegger was a boozy beggar
Who could think you under the table
David Hume could out-consume
Schopenhauer and Hegel
And Wittgenstein was a beery swine
Who was just as sloshed as Schlegel.
There's nothing nature couldn't teach about the raising of a wrist
Socrates himself was permanently pissed
John Stuart Mill, of his own free will,
On half a pint of shanty was particularly ill
Plato, they say, could stick it away
Half a pint of whiskey every day
Aristotle Aristotle was a bugger for the bottle
Hobbes was fond of his Dram
And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart
"I drink therefore I am"
Yes, Socrates himself is particularly missed
A lovely little thinker but a bugger when he's pissed!
This is actually a song - part of a Monty Python skit concerning
some Australian philosophers, all named Bruce.
Salad of the Earth
faded green, almost white reeds, crisp
fresh every step like walking
on a homemade salad, if you
could taste what you heard
would you taste the earth?
KG
Second Annuel Holocaust Essay Contest Sponsored by Rockland Community College. The top-
ic is...The Holocaust:Remembering is Learning. An essay that shows a personal perspective on an as-
pect of the Holocaust through research and reflection. An original and five copies of the five to eight






Winners will be announced and the prizes of $300., $200., and $100., 1St, 2nd, and 3rr, respectively, at
a special Holocaust convention at RCC.
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IN PRAISE OF OLDER STUDENTS
Are you a "non-traditional" college student?
Have you returned to school after being away for awhile?
Have you experienced the "real world"?
Do you find yourself calling out questions in class
because raising your hand just feels too damn silly?
As part of an informal exploration of the needs and concerns of older students at ESF
, I invite you to share
personal or anecdotal experiences that you feel might be of interest or helpful to others.
See (or call) Kal in Instructional Services 8 Moon




Thank you to all of you who responded to last week's question concerning the treatment of under-represented students
on the ESF campus. Please keep your comments coming and the results will be published in next week's issue. This
week's question addresses the USA elections beginning the first of March.
Do you think it is important to vote for the Undergraduate & Graduate Student Association Representatives?
YES NO
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wednesday. February 24
Rifle Club meeting in Moon Conference Room at 4:30 pm
Association for Women in Science meeting in Moon Conference Room at 5:30 pm
The Wildlife Society meeting in 319 Marshall at 6 pm
Meet the Candidate,s Night at 7:30 pm in Nifkin Lounge. Refreshments will be served.
Thursday. February 25
Boletes of the Northeast -- with Ernst Both of the Buffalo Museum of Science in 127 Illick at 7:30 pm
Friday. February 26
How Does an Environmental Toxicant Move Through the Liver? (Very Slowly Sometimes!)-with Tsutomu
Nakatsugawa in 120 Baker at 3:30 pm
Monday - Wednesday. March 1-3
BOT, GSA and USA elections in Marshall Foyer and outside Cafeteria from 10-2 pm. Vote for a Change!
Tuesday. March 2
SAF will be having Mike Virga speak on G1S in Marsall 212 at 7 pm.
SUB-O-RAMA '93
In search oj the best sub in Syracuse!
SUB-O-RAMA ENTRY FORM
Your _
Your phone #:_ _
Name of sub shop: 
_
-
Phone of sub shop (optional): -
Type of sub (optional): _
(Please Return to Bray 22)
